
Overview
A common question that the scientific community is confronted with is “Why do Icare?” or “How does this relate to and a�ect me?”. We will address these questionsby inquiring and exploring where each one of us fit in the grand scheme of thecosmos and its exploration, centered around themes and concepts fundamental inEarth, planetary, and space sciences (EPSS). Using various creative mediums, youwill learn to understand and narrate how you, all parts of your identity relate to thestory of the universe. This class will allow you to master the fundamentals in EPSS,appreciate and relate to scientific discoveries, understand how to be responsiblefuture scientists and citizens cognizant of broad scientific impacts, and develop andenhance various skills to be able to understand and communicate science. We willexplore EPSS centered around the core value of empathy.

Learning Objectives
• Investigate the role and importance of empathy in Earth, planetary and spacesciences and apply it in class
• Explain fundamental concepts and themes in Earth, planetary and space sci-ences outlined in each class
• Assess how you (any part of your identity) and your community relate to thescientific concepts discussed in class
• Identify the importance of communicating science in a relatable narrative
• Develop the skills necessary to communicate science and your insight on howthe science relates to and a�ects you

Course Structure & Expectations
You are expected to attend each class, participate in class discussions and completeall projects including pre-class material. Active lectures will be used during the classwith the following components:

• A short introduction to the lesson/concept of the class curated from a varietyof sources (∼ 20 minutes)• Peer discussions guided by a worksheet prepared for the specific lesson (∼40 minutes)• Time dedicated to work on your reflection exercise for the class and for check-ing in with me to get feedback on progress of your presentations (∼ 15 min-utes)
No one should feel compelled to share anything they do not want to during theclass discussion period, and while sharing we will all be mindful of and respectful toothers. You are expected to be respectful towards all students and the instructor.
It is okay if we do not know something and if we make mistakes while learning.It is part of the process of learning. However, it is di�cult to admit when we donot know and when we make mistakes. It is my responsibility as the instructor tocreate a classroom environment where everyone feels comfortable enough to treatlearning as a process.
Making sure everyone feels safe and welcome at all times will be the first priority inclass.
If attending class virtually, the ZOOM room details are given below:

• Direct ZOOM link: Click here• or use the meeting ID: 997 9058 0423 & password: Grand22
Computers and digital devices are welcome in class, however you should only useit for matters pertaining to the class.
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ZOOM Etiquette
Whenever virtual and attending class via ZOOM, please follow the following guidelines:

1. Ensure your name and pronouns are visible on the screen.2. Mute yourself when not talking.3. During class, everyone is encouraged to keep their cameras on and actively participate by unmuting oneself, using thechat and using the reaction features on ZOOM. This class is all about how you fit into the picture of the universe andso having active presence would be great – and in general it will be nice to see everyone’s faces. However, you are notrequired to have the camera on as I understand that there may be technical and personal reasons to keep the camerao�, and I want to respect your boundaries. Especially if you have your camera o�, please be mindful to unmute yourselfwhen speaking and be sure to participate and interact with the class in any way you can.4. Be mindful to not talk over each other. You can raise your hand on screen or virtually to signal that you want to expressyourself while someone else is talking.5. Utilize the chat if you need to and if the chat does not get seen by instructor (that happens when they are sharing screen)feel free to unmute and let the instructor know.

Covid Health
Masks should be worn at all times in class as per proper and safe masking etiquette shown below.

Figure 1: Mask wearing etiquette
Everyone in class will maintain social distance. If you feel like you are falling sick, notice symptoms of Covid or test positivefor Covid, you should not attend class in person. Please take the time to rest and if you are able to join class, do so virtuallyonly. All class material and recordings will be made available on the class website.

Absence from Class Due to Illness
The Health and Wellness Center does not provide documentation for students who miss individual classes. In these cases,students should communicate directly with the instructor. If a student experiences an extended illness or hospitalizationthat causes the student to miss a significant number of classes or major academic assignments, the student can provide aphysician’s documentation of illness to the instructor. Students who have prolonged illnesses that interfere with their abilityto meet their academic obligations are encouraged to seek treatment at the Student Health and Wellness Center and to conferwith a Case Manager in the Student Life O�ce for assistance. Students should also notify the instructor when they are notable to complete work due to illness. Falsely reporting an illness or injury is a violation of the code of student conduct and issubject to disciplinary action.

Mental Health
If you are struggling with anxiety, stress, depression or other mental health related concerns, please consider visiting theJHU Counseling Center. If you are concerned about a friend, please encourage that person to seek out their services. TheCounseling Center is located at 3003 North Charles Street in Suite S-200 and can be reached at 410-516-8278 and onlineat http://studenta�airs.jhu.edu/counselingcenter/

http://studentaffairs.jhu.edu/counselingcenter/


Students with Disabilities
Any student with a disability should feel welcome to talk to me and I will work with you to make this class as accessible aspossible for you. If you need accommodations in this class, you must obtain an accommodation letter from Student DisabilityServices, 385 Garland, (410) 516-4720, studentdisabilityservices@jhu.edu.

Diversity and Inclusivity Statement
The main objective of this course is to understand how each and every one of us is integral in the story of the universe. Thestory includes all of us. Therefore we will take responsibility to be informed, vigilant, and actively welcome everyone andtheir stories. I welcome individuals of all ages, backgrounds, beliefs, races, ethnicities, genders, gender identities, genderexpressions, national origins, religious a�liations, sexual orientations, ability - and other visible and non-visible di�erences.All members of this class are expected to contribute to a respectful, welcoming and inclusive environment for every othermember of the class. Any form of discrimination and/or harassment will not be tolerated.

Ethics & Academic Integrity
The strength of the university depends on academic and personal integrity. In this course, you must be honest and truthful.Ethical violations include cheating, plagiarism, reuse of assignments, improper use of the Internet and electronic devices,unauthorized collaboration, alteration of graded assignments, forgery and falsification, lying, facilitating academic dishonesty,and unfair competition. If you notice any violations of this policy, please let the instructor know. Students can find moreinformation about university misconduct policies on the web at this website:http://e-catalog.jhu.edu/undergrad-students/student-life-policies/

Policies for Class Cancellation
If class is cancelled for any reason, students will be informed by email at least a day in advance whenever possible. Coursematerial that was to be covered will be covered in the next class period.

Material
Required TextsThere is no textbook and you will not have to purchase any material for this class. All required texts and material will be madeavailable to you on the class website and I will make sure it is available freely for everyone’s use.
If you want reading material to be extra prepared for class or for your project, you can read, Guns, Germs, And Steel by JaredDimond, Pale Blue Dot by Carl Sagan, Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind by Yuval Noah Harari, and Merchants of Doubt byNaomi Oreskes and Erik M. Conway, A Short History of Nearly Everything by Bill Bryson. You will be able to obtain these booksfor free either in electronic or audio book format through the library, YouTube, or Libby.

Summary of Your Tasks
For this course, you will:

1. Complete all pre-class material and worksheets, attend class, and actively participate in class discussions/in-class work.The discussion will be guided by the worksheet and will focus on the takeaway science and how we relate to the science.-This gives participation points.2. Work on your reflection presentations. The reflection presentations is where you will put together the insights from theclass discussion worksheets by finding a creative avenue to convey the story that narrates the science covered and howyou relate to it. You will summarize these creative reflections in short papers and presentations r times over the courseof the semester, each time focusing on the topics covered up until that point. -This gives creative reflection exercisepoints.3. Compile a final portfolio, called "Me & The Universe". To compile the portfolio, you will use the creative reflection papersand the feedback you get on those to put them together in a way that conveys a wholesome narrative of your vision ofEarth and planetary science and how your story fits into it. The compilation will yield a written portfolio and you will alsopresent the takeaways in a final portfolio presentation. Barring any covid and logistical complications the presentationwill be in a symposium like format where everyone’s portfolios will be displayed and each person will get a chance topresent it to the class. The final portfolio presentation will be open to other members of the Earth and Planetary Sciencesand you can invite your friends and family if you wish. -This gives final portfolio points.

http://e-catalog.jhu.edu/undergrad-students/student-life-policies/


You will note that each task, builds up to the next; i.e. by the time you are done with the reflection worksheets in class, you willhave the content written for the creative reflection papers and presentation, and by the time you are done with the creativereflections you have everything you need to piece together the portfolio. This structure is intentional and is intended to makethe progression to the final portfolio easy and stress free. Details of the timing of each task and grading are given below.

Grading
Your final grade will be based on participation, 3 small creative reflections (with writing and presenting components), anda final portfolio (with writing and presenting components). Scores will not be curved. As such it is possible and highlyencouraged for everyone to obtain the highest scores on all projects. You will be given a rubric with each project so that youknow what is expected. The detailed rubrics will be posted to the class website and will clearly outline the grading criteria.Grades will follow the standard scale: A = 89.5-100%; B = 79.5-89.4%; C = 69.5-79.4%; D = 60-69.4%; F <60%.
Participation (10%)
I ask that you attend (or make your absence known if you need to be absent), complete any pre-class and in-class work, beengaged and involved in the discussions and work with your peers in class. Required and supplementary pre-class materialswill be provided on the class website under separate folders for each class. The pre-class material should take no longer than1 hour to finish reading/viewing. The 10% for participation is divided equally between the 26 class sessions we have. To getfull points for participation, you should 1) attend all class, 2) complete pre-class material and come prepared to the classdiscussion, and 3) participate in class discussion.
Creative Reflection Exercise Paper and Presentation (60%)
After each class you will have time to reflect on how you relate to the lesson of the day guided by a worksheet. You will compileeach of these reflections into a creative reflection paper and present the creative reflection (4 page reflection paper and 5minute presentation) to the class on Weeks 3, 6 and 9. The 3 papers and presentations will be graded (each being 20% ofyour final grade, 10% for the creative reflection paper & 10% for the class presentation). The specific grading rubric for thepaper and presentation will be provided.
The creative reflection paper is a compilation of the reflection questions we discuss in each class that discusses your owncreative take and story; you will keep building on this paper throughout the class.
The "creative" bit: It is important that you incorporate the lesson we covered in class for each reflection exercise and how yourelate to it as creatively as you want (e.g. research/review paper, art work, music composition, etc.), we will brainstorm ideastogether in class and I am always available to discuss your ideas. I encourage you to try out creative means and employ skillsthat you are not familiar with since you may find that you really enjoy it.
The "reflection paper" bit: You will then summarize the science, story, and creative pursuit in your reflection paper. I ask thatyou work on these reflection exercises and presentations individually. I expect you to work on the reflections and puttingtogether the paper and presentation for about 10 hours outside of class since you will have 2 weeks for each presentation.The due dates are listed below.
Presentation 1 is due: 02/15 - 02/17Presentation 2 is due: 03/15 - 03/17Presentation 3 is due: 04/19 - 04/21
Final Portfolio (30%)
From all the reflection exercise completed over the period of the class, you will pick a minimum of 6 to put together a completenarrative on how you see yourself as part of the universe in the lessons we have covered in a portfolio titled "Me & TheUniverse." There is a written and presentation portion of the portfolio; 15% for the written portfolio & 15% for the finalpresentation. The written portion will be a compilation of your three reflection papers, 8 pages long including abstract. Adetailed rubric for the portfolio will be available on the class website for your reference. I expect you to each work on the finalportfolio for about 10 hours outside of class. You will be asked to present your final portfolio in a symposium format whereeveryone’s portfolios will be displayed and each person will get a chance to present it to the class (5 minute presentation withadditional 2 minutes for questions). The final portfolio presentation will be open to other members of the Earth and PlanetarySciences and you can invite your friends and family if you wish.
Final portfolios and presentations are due on the university designated final date and time.
Extra Credit (for a maximum of 15 %)
Note: you must still complete and present your final portfolios for the extra credit to apply.



The following are extra credit options in this class:
• Outreach on social media - summarize our class and make a social media post on a platform of your choosing (1 extracredit for each post).• Talk to family or friends outside of class about a topic from class and write a short paragraph about the interaction. Aguide with things to cover will be posted on the website (1 extra credit for each person you talk to).• Pair up with a classmate to work on the creative aspect of the reflection/final portfolio. You will each submit individualreflections and presentations that summarize the takeaway but you can work together on the creative aspect of theassignments (1 extra credit for each of you for each assignment).• Talk to a faculty member in EPSS about their story and science. A guide for this will be posted on the class website (3extra credit points).• Attend other EPSS talks in the department and provide a 3 sentence summary of what you learnt - include what the titleof the talk was and who gave the talk. (2 extra credit points).

Class Schedule
Class 1 (01/25)(virtual) Introduction & Getting to knowYOU Required pre-class material: None

In-class agenda: Go over the logistics and structure of the class indetail, watch a short clip on Being with Jane Goodall (link: found hereand Carl Sagan’s Cosmos:A Personal Voyage (link: found here and readan excerpt from his book, Pale Blue Dot. Identify the di�erent schoolsof thought on the philosophical question of, "Who am I?". Fill out aworksheet meant to introduce yourself to the class and identify yourinterests and what you hope to learn from the class, and share thesewith the class.
Class 2 (01/27)(virtual) You from The Stars Required pre-class material: Read Are we really made of stardust? byKerry Lotzof (link: found here), and watch the Ted Talks by Dr. NatalieHinkel and Dr. Michelle Thaller (link: found here and found here)

In-class agenda: Explore the formation, basic structure, and the di�er-ent type of stars, the stars’ role in making the di�erent elements, andidentify the main elements that make up Earth and our bodies. We willgo over the article Ten Amazing Things Astrophysics Says About You byBrian Koberlein (link: found here).
Class 3 (02/01)(virtual) You in Geologic Time Required pre-class material: Read The National park service’s Geologictime article (link: found here), and watch Khan Academy’s Time scaleof the cosmos (part 1 and 2) (link: found here).

In-class agenda: Explore the concept of time since the Big Bang, for-mation of the Solar System and planets up to the present. We will takea detailed look at the geological time scale and all the information con-tained in the most recently published geological time scale by the Ge-
ological Society of America (link: found here) as opposed to previousversions found here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Qu7Wn1mRYA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUFlLBX9Bq0
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/are-we-really-made-of-stardust.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCQPw9pbZnk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YAV96XSdMQo
https://archive.briankoberlein.com/2016/03/18/ten-amazing-things-astrophysics-says-about-you/index.html.
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/geology/geotime.htm
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/cosmology-and-astronomy/universe-scale-topic/cosmos-time-scale-tutorial/v/cosmological-time-scale-1
https://www.geosociety.org/documents/gsa/timescale/timescl.pdf
https://www.geosociety.org/GSA/Education_Careers/Geologic_Time_Scale/GSA/timescale/home.aspx


Class 4 (02/03) You, Geology & Geography Required pre-class material: Read the journal article At Play with the
Giants Between the Patchy Anthropocene and Romantic Geology byNaveeda Khan (link: found here) and Geology for society in 2058: some
down-to-earth perspectives by Morten Smelror (link: found here)
In-class agenda: Explore how geology and geography has shaped thecause of human history and influenced our lives. We will spend timelooking at maps of various things and put them in context, we will skimthe article found here and we will briefly explore other readings on thetopic and tools like GIS.

Class 5 (02/08) You, The Oceans & Atmosphere Required pre-class material: Watch the short lecture given by ElizabethThompson found here. Skim (i.e. just read the abstract and glancethrough the rest of the paper and figures - you do not have to readit closely) the article Phosphine gas in the cloud decks of Venus foundhere and watch the video explaining the paper, found here.
In-class agenda: Guest lecture panel. Explore 1) how the di�erent top-ics covered in class so far come together to give rise to oceans andatmospheres, and 2) the dependence of life and humans on the oceanand atmosphere of Earth. We will survey the di�erent oceans and at-mospheres present in the Solar System. We will discuss the scientificmerit of the paper Phosphine gas in the cloud decks of Venus.

Class 6 (02/10) You Through the Layers of TheEarth Required pre-class material: Explore the Lumen module on Earth’s in-terior and watch the videos given in the module. (link: found here)

In-class agenda: Identify and explore how the di�erent layers of Earth,starting from the magnetic bubble surrounding Earth all the way to thecenter of the Earth a�ect our daily lives. We will also take a look atimaginative and creative works that have highlighted our relationshipto the di�erent parts of the Earth, e.x. Journey To the Center of The
Earth, The Core, 2012, etc.

Class 7 (02/15) 1st Presentation Due Class Presentations
Class 8 (02/17) 1st Presentation (cont.) Class Presentations
Class 9 (02/22) You & Our Moon Required pre-class material: Explore the ourmoon website and lookthrough lectures and material that interest you.

In-class agenda: Identify how the Moon has influenced humans andhuman endeavours over time. Our discussions will be guided by Dr.Viranga Perera’s website ourmoon.space. We will spend a few minutesto find a suitable time outside of class that works for everyone to watch,
David Attenborough: A Life on Our Planet together but virtually.

https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/pdfplus/10.1086/702756
https://sp.lyellcollection.org/content/specpubgsl/499/1/17.full.pdf
https://www.sciencefocus.com/planet-earth/earths-ancient-geography-directed-the-course-of-human-evolution/
https://cires.colorado.edu/outreach/scienceathome/thompson
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-020-1174-4
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-020-1174-4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IIj3e5BFp0
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/geo/chapter/reading-studying-the-earths-interior/
https://ourmoon.space/
https://ourmoon.space/


Class 10 (02/24) You and The Solar System Required pre-class material: Watch Jon Nguyen’s Ted Talk Tour the so-
lar system from home found here and explore the ’Eyes on the SolarSystem" free-to-use software for exploring the Solar Sytem describedin the talk found here - be sure to click on all the di�erent options, ex-plore the planets, moons, spacecraft and other things that catch youreye.
In-class agenda: We will explore the structure of the Solar System, itsscale and our place in it. We will identify latest e�orts to understandthe workings of our Solar System and discuss how it could change ourunderstanding.

Class 11 (03/01) You and Habitable Planets Required pre-class material: Read through the 5 main tabs of NASA’sExoplanet Exploration website (link: found here)
In-class agenda: Guest lecture panel. We will discuss what the detec-tion of habitable planets means for us on Earth.

Class 12 (03/03) You in The Age of Space ExplorationRequired pre-class material: Watch or read Stephen Hawking’s Why We
Should Go Into Space (link: found here)
In-class agenda: We will listen to selected parts of the podcast Big
Picture Science, Space: Why Go There?. A brief overview of the historyof space exploration and its representation in art and culture will alsobe explored.

Class 13 (03/08) You and Ancestral/Ancient Knowl-edge of The Universe Required pre-class material: Read the journal article on Navajo peda-
gogy and Earth systems by Steven Semken (link: found here) and theTed Talk 65,000 yrs - the great history of Australian Aboriginal Astron-
omy by Kirsten Banks (link: found here)
In-class agenda: We will explore the knowledge base established pre-western-scientific times across di�erent cultures and communities onEPSS matters. We will also identify how we can use ancient and ances-tral wisdom to make EPSS more relatable. We will explore each of ourbackgrounds for ancestral and ancient wisdom.

Class 14 (03/10) You as an Explorer of The UniverseRequired pre-class material: Watch the presentation on Exploring the
Universe through Art by Cathrin Machin and Aoife Van Linden Tol (link:found here)
In-class agenda: Explore how each of us, with our unique identities andskill sets become a window to the universe. We will learn about Voy-
ager and the Golden Record, and watch the video about it, found here,narrated by Bill Nye. We will identify how to put our unique skills to usein exploring the universe and communicating the knowledge gained toothers.

Class 15 (03/15) 2nd Presentation Due Class Presentations
Class 16 (03/17) 2nd Presentation (cont.) Class Presentations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82EHVVftQAw
https://eyes.nasa.gov/apps/orrery/##/home
https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/search-for-life/habitable-zone/
https://space.nss.org/stephen-hawking-why-we-should-go-into-space-video/
http://semken.asu.edu/pubs/semken97_npes.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYr7ZCn04eA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b86f1RGwyP0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5BG5nGmGFQ


Class 17 (03/29) You; The Center of Our Universe Required pre-class material: Read Yes, You ARE the Center of the Uni-
verse (in one sense...) by Tom Yulsman (link: found here) and watchYOU are the CENTER of the universe? by Beutiful Science (link: foundhere)
In-class agenda: Understand what is meant by "You are the center ofthe universe", and why it seems so? We will explore the di�erent type ofobservational biases we should be aware of in exploring the universe.We will significant time exploring what biases science has and how wecan work to overcome it.

Class 18 (03/31) You on 21st Century Earth Required pre-class material: Read The National Academy of Sciencesarticle on Ten Questions Shaping 21st-Century Earth Science Identified(link: found here) and the NOAA report on Revolutionizing Earth System
Science Education for the 21st Century (link: found here)
In-class agenda: Understand the opportunities and challenges o�eredby the modern world specifically in terms of technology, public health,finance and geo-politics and how it shapes our view of Earth and space.

Class 19 (04/05) You & the Anthropocene Required pre-class material: Read the journal article on Are we now
living in the Anthropocene? by Zalasiewicz et al., 2008 found here andskim The Anthropocene: From Global Change to Planetary Stewardshipby Ste�en et al., 2011 found here .
In-class agenda: Identify and quantify the impact that we have had onEarth and space in the age of the Anthropocene. Debate the merit offormalizing the Anthropocene. Explore creative ways to communicatethe e�ects of the Anthropocene as done by Daniel Beltra (through pho-tography), Dr. Greg Johnson (through haiku’s), Jill Pelto (through databased art), and more.

Class 20 (04/07) You & the Universe through VariousLenses Required pre-class material: Watch the NASA video, Spitzer and NASA’s
Great Observatories Space Telescopes found here and PBS Space
Time’s, The Future of Space Telescopes found here.
In-class agenda: We will learn about the light spectrum and how weuse various lenses to explore the universe. We will use a petrographicmicroscope to look at rock thin sections and we will use virtual realitygoggles to walk around on Mars.

Class 21 (04/12) You, Theories, Experiments, & Sim-ulations of the Universe Required pre-class material: Watch The Scientific Methods: Crash
Course History of Science found here and Richard Feynman’s lectureon the scientific method found here.
In-class agenda: We will explore how science gets done - starting fromimagination through scientific discoveries. We will have a guest lec-ture panel to talk about how they do science through experiments andsimulations.

Class 22 (04/14) You & Math of the Universe Required pre-class material: Watch the TedEd video Is math discovered
or invented? found here and the Tedx Talk by Eddie Woo Mathematics
is the sense you never knew you had found here.
In-class agenda: We will explore how everyone can get comfortablewith math and the utility of it in expressing the grandeur of the uni-verse. We will discuss some of the fundamental equations that governour universe.

https://www.discovermagazine.com/the-sciences/yes-you-are-the-center-of-the-universe-in-one-sense
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDg2-ePQU9g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDg2-ePQU9g
https://www.nationalacademies.org/news/2008/03/ten-questions-shaping-21st-century-earth-science-identified
https://www.noaa.gov/sites/default/files/legacy/document/2019/Jun/noaa_terc_study_hires.pdf
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/51376303.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3357752/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHS5orsjmTk
https://tinyurl.com/yckppef2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UdQreBq6MOY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYPapE-3FRw
https://tinyurl.com/ehjd5wvm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXwStduNw14


Class 23 (04/19) 3rd Presentation Due Class Presentations
Class 24 (04/21) 3rd Presentation (cont.) Class Presentations
Class 25 (04/26) You & Other “Beings” in the Uni-verse Required pre-class material: Watch the Be Smart video The Surprising

Species That Everything Else Depends On | IN OUR NATURE found here- There is no pre-class material worksheet to fill out, just take in theoverarching lesson from the video. Spend sometime outlining your finalportfolio idea and bring it to class.
In-class agenda: We will explore the expanse of biodiversity and howsustaining it depends on the entire system. We will discuss the role ofecology and communities and tie it back to ancient wisdom and currentscience. In class work time will be focused on getting everyone readyfor the final portfolio presentation and paper.

Class 26 (04/28) You, The Future of EPSS Required pre-class material: Watch the Veritasium video The Man Who
Accidentally Killed The Most People In History found here - There is nopre-class material worksheet to fill out, just take in the overarchinglesson from the video.
In-class agenda: Watch the video by Vsauce on Messages For The Fu-
ture, found here, read excerpts from Naomi Oreskes book, Merchants
of Doubt. Understand, (1) the importance of empathy in science as putforth by Jane Goodall from our very first class, and (2) the responsi-bility on our shoulders as future scientists and citizens in ensuring im-pactful scientific work and communication continues. We will also getready to wrap up the semester with providing each other with feedback,planning the future of our class community, taking class pictures, andpreparing for the final portfolio presentation and paper.

Final (05/11) Final Portfolio presentation Final Presentations from 2-5pm

For participation in the first class session, since there is no pre-class material, I would like you to send me an email with yourname and favorite space fact.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i8wrAkixfHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IV3dnLzthDA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDrBIKOR01c

